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Abstract. This paper explored the blade-bending, disk-transverse and shaft-torsion coupling 
vibrations phenomenon of a multi flexible disc rotor system, whose blades subsystem was grouped 
with spring. Being different from the author’s previous researches, here we used two methods: 
one is the assumed mode method (AMM) and the other is the finite element method (FEM), the 
proposed former one is main, and the latter one is complementary. Then compared the two results 
generated from them. According to the authors’ previous definition, a flexible disc rotor system 
displays three coupling vibrations’ types, inter-blade (BB), shaft-disk-blade (SDB) and disk-blade 
(DB) modes. In this paper, the authors additionally defined two new types, which were called 
lacing wires-blade (LB) and lacing wires-disk-blade (LDB) mode. The system change rules of 
natural frequencies and that of mode shapes would be discussed. Some interesting results are 
shown in this paper. Firstly, the author pointed out the change rules of the mode shapes and natural 
frequencies by using the AMM and FEM (including three kinds of softwares). Secondly, 
numerical calculation results also showed that the distance of disk, the disk with flexible, the 
constant of spring, and location of spring four phenomena would affect the natural frequencies. 
Keywords: multi-disk, coupled vibration, bifurcation and lacing wires. 
1. Introduction 
When the rotating structure is running, the vibration could cause fatigue damage, and even 
lead to serious casualties. In recent years, the steam power plants are improving the operation 
efficiency, and a large number of high pressure steam turbines are used. Because of the 
corresponding increases in the speed of the turbine, the safety requirements of the turbine are also 
increasing. Even, the aviation turbines and propellers are involved in the flight safety, their 
reliability requirements are more stringent. 
Researches of single subsystem in the rotor system are less and less in this century. The more 
complex system such as disk-blade or shaft-disk has been focused and studied. The vibration 
characteristics of the disk-blade and shaft-disk were studied and the coupling affects subsystems 
were described. Sino et al. [1] used three kinds theories, such as the equivalent modulus beam 
theory and so on, to be solved the natural frequency and the threshold value of the dynamic 
instability of the internal damping rotating composite shaft. Turhan and Bulut [2] investigated the 
coupling effects between shaft-torsion and blade-bending vibrations in turbo machinery. They 
used uniform Euler-Bernouilli beams to simulate blade for an idealized model. Villa et al. [3] used 
harmonic balance method to explore a flexible rotor’s nonlinear dynamics problem. The authors 
[4-6] ever explored the coupled vibration phenomena of a single flexible disk rotor system with a 
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mistuned blade length, a cracked blade and a disorder angle blade. After 2010, some researches 
such as Yim and Ryu [7] investigated the overhung flexible rotors, and explored the dynamic 
stability questions. Zolkiewski [8] investigated the damped vibrations problem of beams fixed on 
the rotational disk. Bashmal et. al [9] used Rayleigh-Ritz method to explored an annular disk with 
point elastic support problem. They found that the addition of point clamped support causes 
bifurcation. Sinou & Faverjon [10] took advantage of the FEM and Harmonic Balance Method to 
investigate the effects of a transverse crack in a rotating shaft. Chouksey [11] adopted analytical 
method to explore the influence of the damping and fluid film forces on the modal characteristics 
of the rotor system. Collins et al. [12] developed a CFD and CSD simulation method. An 
approximate model is established to measure the vibration efficiency and high precision of the 
rotor. Avramov and Filipkovskii [13] explored a nonlinear multi disc rotor system. The model 
considers the effects of the elastic properties of the disc and the shaft when the effects are 
influenced by the moment.  
The turbine disc blades are usually grouped in packets by lacing wire or a shroud to make the 
blades be a ring closure structure. The deformation and vibration of the shaft, the disk, and the 
blades are always encountered. Numerous researches have been published on the individual 
vibrations of the shaft, disk blades and lacing. Lately, Kwon and Yoo [14] used the HDVM to 
explore the localization of vibration with random mistuned. Lee et. al. [15] used SWM to discuss 
that the starting point is a set the normal pattern of blade discs, the rate will be all forms of blade 
and disk, and the shroud of the elastic coupling. Zinkovskii and Kruglii [16] used FEM to 
investigate the effect of possible identity violations of contact interaction between shrouds on the 
static stress state characteristics of blades. Pust and Pesek [17] investigated the response of circular 
bladed disk with shrouds. They found that the high of resonance peaks is strongly affected by the 
nonproportional distribution of damping. Luo [18] utilized finite element and analytical method 
to investigate blades with grouped in rotating disc to explore the relationship of natural frequencies, 
nodal diameters and blade stiffness. Vantadori et al. [19] created the Francis rotor system that 
welded connections between band and blade. They are proposed to improve the stress intensity 
factor (SIF) method in the computations. The author’s previous researches [20-22] only used 
assume mode method to analyze the influence on coupling vibrations among shaft-torsion and 
blade-bending coupling vibrations of a rigid single/multi disk(s) rotor system with grouped blades.  
This paper will explore the coupling behavior among shaft-torsion, disk-bending, 
blade-bending and the blades packeted by lacing wire. In this kind of system, the disks are 
considered to be flexible, the blades are modeled to be of Eular type with stagger angle, the lacing 
wire is assumed as massless spring. When using the finite element method to analyze it, we 
employed three kinds of softwares, including ANSYS, Nastarn and Hyperworks. Then discuss the 
system change rule of natural frequencies and mode shapes. This paper aims to provide a 
qualitative and quantitative overview of a multi flexible disc rotor system. Based on the authors 
previous researches [4-6] and [20-22] which only used AMM, the authors additionally used FEM 
to compare and add some interesting results. 
2. Theoretical analysis 
A typical rotor system is shown in Fig. 1. The system includes four subsystems, shaft, multi 
flexible disc, blades and the blades packeted by spring. The blades have staggle angle. ܼௗଵ denotes 
the 1st distance of disk, and ݀ଵ denotes two disks spacing distance.  
The shaft-disk subsystem torsion energies equations are [4]: 
௦ܶ =
1
2 න ܫ௦
 ௅௦
 ଴
(߶ሶ + Ω)ଶܼ݀ + ܫௗ2 (߶ሶ + Ω)
ଶฬ
௓ୀ௓೏
, (1)
௦ܷ =
1
2 න ܩ௦ܬ௦ ൬
߲߶
߲ܼ൰
௅௦
 ଴
ଶ
ܼ݀, (2)
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where ߶(ܼ, ݐ) denotes the displacement of torsional in a rotating frame; ܮ௦, ܫ௦ and ܩ௦ܬ௦ are the 
length of shaft, polar moment of inertia, and rigidity of torsion; ܫௗ denotes the polar moment of 
inertia of disk. The upper “dot” is the time derivative and subscripts ݀ and ݏ are appointed for disk 
and shaft. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 1. a) A typical multi-disks rotor system with grouped blade, b) the staggle angle 
Fig. 2 shows a disk, fixed inside and free outside, rotating at a constant speed Ω. ݎ௦ and ݎௗ are 
the inner and outer radii of disk, and ℎௗ denotes the thickness of disk. 
 
Fig. 2. The coordinates and geometry of the rotating disk 
The disk’s transverse vibration energies equations are [4]: 
ௗܶ =
ߩௗℎௗ
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(4)
where ݓௗ denotes the transverse displacement of disk; ∇ଶ is the Laplacian; ܦ denotes the bending 
rigidity; ߪఏ and ߪ௥ are circumferential directions and the initial stresses in the radial due to Ω. The 
follow is the terms: 

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∇ଶ= ߲
ଶ
߲ݎଶ +
߲
ݎ߲ݎ +
߲ଶ
ݎଶ߲ߠଶ, (5)
ܦ = ܧௗℎௗ
ଷ
12(1 − ߥଶ), (6)
ߪ௥ =
3 + ߥ
8 ߩௗΩ
ଶ(ݎௗଶ − ݎଶ) +
(1 − ߥ)ߩௗΩଶݎ௦ଶ[(3 + ߥ)ݎௗଶ − (1 + ߥ)ݎ௦ଶ]
8[(1 + ߥ)ݎௗଶ + (1 − ߥ)ݎ௦ଶ] ቆ
ݎௗଶ
ݎଶ − 1ቇ, (7)
ߪఏ =
Ωଶ
8 [(3 + ߥ)ݎௗ
ଶ − (1 + 3ߥ)ݎଶ] − (1 − ߥ)ߩௗΩ
ଶݎ௦ଶ[(3 + ߥ)ݎௗଶ − (1 + ߥ)ݎ௦ଶ]
8[(1 + ߥ)ݎௗଶ + (1 − ߥ)ݎ௦ଶ] ቆ
ݎௗଶ
ݎଶ + 1ቇ. (8)
Fig. 3 is shown as a rotating cantilevered blade onto a flexible disk with a stagger angle ߚ. The 
(ܺ, ܻ, ܼ) coordinate system is the inertia frame; (ݔଵ, ݕଵ, ݖଵ) frame rotates at a constant speed Ω. 
(ݔଶ, ݕଶ, ݖଶ) frame rotates a staggle angle ߚ relative to (ݔଵ, ݕଵ, ݖଵ) frame, and (ݔଷ, ݕଷ, ݖଷ) frame is 
clamped to the root of blade. 
  
Fig. 3. Blade’s deformation and coordinate builds 
The blade’s kinetic and strain energies equations are [4]: 
௕ܶ =
1
2 න ߩ௕ܣ௕{ݒሶ௕
ଶ + ݓሶ ௕ଶ + (ݒ௕cosߚ + ݓ௕cosߚ)ଶΩଶ + ݔଶΩଶ + 2ݔ(ݒሶ௕sinߚ + ݓሶ ௕sinߚ)Ω}
 ௥್
௥೏
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       + 12 න ܫ௕
௥್
௥೏
൬Ωcosߚ + ߲ݒሶ௕߲ݔ ൰
ଶ
݀ݔ, 
(9) 
ܷ௕ = න
ܧ௕ܫ஺
2 ቆ
߲ଶݒ௕
߲ݔଶ ቇ
௥್
௥೏
ଶ
݀ݔ + න 14
௥್
௥೏
Ωଶߩ௕ܣ௕(ݎ௕ଶ − ݔଶ) ቈ൬
߲ݒ௕
߲ݔ ൰
ଶ
+ ൬߲ݓ௕߲ݔ ൰
ଶ
቉ ݀ݔ, (10)
where ݒ௕  and ݓ௕  denotes the transverse displacements in ݕଶ and ݖଶ directions. ܫ஺ denotes the area 
moment of inertia about the ݖଷ axis, and ܫ௕ denotes the polar moment of inertia. 
The total blade’s displacements ݒ௕(ݔ, ݐ) and ݓ௕(ݔ, ݐ), are the shaft’s torsion displacement 
߶(ܼௗ, ݐ), the disk’s transverse displacement of disk ݓௗ, and the blade’s bending displacement 
ݒො௕(ݔ, ݐ). The kinematic relations between these displacements are: 
ݒ௕(ݔ, ݐ) = ݒො௕ + ݔ߶|௓೏cosߚ − ൫ݓ|௥೏ + ݔݓௗᇱ |௥೏൯sinߚ, (11)
ݓ௕(ݔ, ݐ) = ݔ߶|௓೏sinߚ + ൫ݓ|௥೏ + ݔݓௗᇱ |௥೏൯cosߚ. (12)
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A spring connecting two blades is assumed as massless with stiffness ݇௪. The energy equation 
is [21]: 
ܷ௪ = ෍ ൤
݇௪
2 (ݒො௕(௞ାଵ) − ݒො௕௞)௫ୀ௫ೢ
ଶ ൨
ேିଵ
௞ୀଵ
+ ݇௪2 (ݒො௕ଵ − ݒො௕ே)௫ୀ௫ೢ
ଶ , (13)
where ݔ௪ is the blade’s connecting position. 
The AMM is used to discretize the continuous system: 
߶(ܼ, ݐ) = ෍ Φ௜(ܼ)ߟ௜
௡ೞ
௜ୀଵ
(ݐ) = Φ(ܼ)ߟ(ݐ), (14)
ݓௗ(ݎ, ߠ, ݐ) = ෍[ ௜ܹ௖(ݎ, ߠ)
௡೏
௜ୀଵ
ߞ௜௖(ݐ) + ௜ܹ௦(ݎ, ߠ)ߞ௜௦(ݐ)] = ܹ(ݎ, ߠ)ߞ(ݐ), (15)
ݒො௕ೖ(ݔ, ݐ) = ෍ ௜ܸ(ݔ)
௡್
௜ୀଵ
ߦ௜௞(ݐ) = ܸ(ݔ)ߞ௞(ݐ), (16)
where Φ௜, { ௜ܹ௖, ௜ܹ௦}, ௜ܸ denoted the mode shapes of a torsion shaft, transverse disk, and bending 
blade. 
ߟ௜ , ߞ௜௖ , ߞ௜௦ , ߦ௜௞  are the participation factors. ݊௦ , ݊ௗ , ݊௕  are subscripts of the corresponding 
subsystems, are the number of modes seemed suit for required accuracy. The terms  
(݊௦, ݊ௗ, ݊௕) = (8,10,11) are good for yield accuracy up to 10-5 Hz in this paper. These modes are: 
Φ௜(ܼ) = sin ቈ
(2݅ − 1)ߨܼ
2ܮ௦ ቉, (17)
௜ܹ௖(ݎ, ߠ) = ܴ௜(ݎ)cos[(݅ − 1)ߠ], (18)
௜ܹ௦(ݎ, ߠ) = ܴ௜(ݎ)sin[(݅ − 1)ߠ], (19)
where ܴ௜(ݎ) is the disk’s radial function and is chosen the beam function: 
௜ܸ(ݔ) = (sin߬௜ݔ − sinh߬௜ݔ) + ߙ௜(cos߬௜ݔ − cosh߬௜ݔ), (20)
is a beam function for blade with: 
[cos߬௜(ݎ௕ − ݎௗ)][cosh߬௜(ݎ௕ − ݎௗ)] + 1 = 0, (21)
ߙ௜ =
−sin߬௜(ݎ௕ − ݎௗ) − sinh߬௜(ݎ௕ − ݎௗ)
cos߬௜(ݎ௕ − ݎௗ) + cosh߬௜(ݎ௕ − ݎௗ) . (22)
The above equations are transformed into the expression of energy and employment of the 
Lagrange equations yields the following discretizated equations of motion in matrix notation as: 
[ܯ]ݍሷ − Ω[ܲ]ݍሶ + ([ܭ௘] + [ܭ௜] + [ܭ௪] − Ωଶ[ܭஐ])ݍ = 0, (23)
where −Ω[ܲ], get from the Coriolis effect, induces natural frequencies bifurcation. Note, [ܲ] is 
nonzero, when the disk is flexible. So, the frequency bifurcates due to the flexible disk. [ܭ௘] is 
observed from the elastic deflection at low rotational speed. [ܭ௜] is the stiffness form rotation due 
to initial stress resulted. The term −Ωଶ[ܭஐ], observed from the rotation of the rotor, softening it 
becomes very obvious at high speed. It is also important to the effect of rotor stability. [ܭ௪] is 
gotten from spring. The matrices [ܯ], [ܲ], [ܭ௘], [ܭ௜], [ܭ௪], [ܭஐ] are shown in Appendix. 
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(݊௦ + 2 ௗܰ × ݊ௗ + ௗܰ × ௕ܰ × ݊௕) × (݊௦ + 2 ௗܰ × ݊ௗ + ௗܰ × ௕ܰ × ݊௕) are the dimensions of 
the above matrices, where ௕ܰ and ௗܰ is the blade’s and disk’s numbers. The items of the above 
matrices are shown in the Appendix. ݍ is a generalized vector: 
ݍ = {ߟ்\ߞ௖்ߞ௦்\ߦଵ் ߦଶ் ⋯ ߦே்}். (24)
Free vibration analysis in an ordinary way, it is assumed the solution is of the form  
ݍ = {ܿ}݁ఒ௧ with {ܿ} the undetermined coefficient vector and ߣ is the eigenvalue.  
3. Finite element methods  
The finite element method employed ANSYS, Nastran and Hyperworks softwares to simulate 
rotor system. Table 1, whose parameters are used in the AMM and FEM, gives the material and 
geometric properties. Fig. 4 shows a typical finite element mesh. The element types of subsystem 
were changed for many times, which produced different frequency results, the better ones are 
selected as follow. Whether by ANSYS, Nastran or by Hyperworks, the better is that the shaft and 
disks are divided into 3D hexahedral solid elements, the lacing wires used spring elements. 
Differently, by ANSYS, the blades are divided into 3D tetrahedral solid elements, while by 
Hyperworks, the blades used 2D shell elements, and by Nastran, the blades are divided into 3D 
hexahedral solid elements. After testing for many times, the number of elements and nodes are 
given as follow. One disk rotor system used 75,000 nodes and 65,000 elements, two disks rotor 
system used 115,000 nodes and 100,000 elements and three disks rotor system used 155,000 nodes 
and 130,000 elements. But, there are ±10 % errors used in different situation. It is important to 
note the boundary condition: we assumed that the system is torsional shaft of fixed-free, transverse 
disk of clamped-free and bending blade of fixed-free. 
Table 1. Material and geometric properties 
Shaft 
Density ߩ௦   7850 kg/m3 
Shear modulus ܩ௦   75 GPa 
Shaft length ܮ௦   0.6 m 
Radius ݎ௦   0.04 m 
Disk 
Density ߩௗ   7850 kg/m3 
Young’s modulus ܧௗ   200 GPa 
Location ݖௗ   0.3 m 
Outer radius ݎௗ   0.2 m 
Thickness ℎௗ   0.03 m 
Poisson’s ratio ݒ  0.3 
Blade 
Density ߩ௕   7850 kg/m3 
Young’s modulus ܧ௕   200 GPa 
Blade outer end ݎ௕   0.4 m 
Cross-section ܣ௕   1.2×10-4 m2 
Area moment of inertia ܫ஺   1.92×10-9 m2 
Staggle angle ߚ 30o 
Lacing wire Stiffness ݇
∗ 0~104 
Position ݔ௪∗  0.005~1 
4. Numerical results 
To be dimensional independence, all numerical results are normalized with respect to the 1st 
order natural frequency (߱௕ଵ)  of the cantilever blade, i.e., ߱∗ = ߱/߱௕ଵ , Ω∗ = Ω/߱௕ଵ  and  
݇∗ = ݇௪/(3ܧ௕ܫ஺/ܮ௕); the distance of disk, ݀∗ = ݀ଵ/ܼௗଵ . Table 2 lists natural frequencies of 
subsystem on coupling vibration. These frequencies are used as the numerical results for 
interpretation and verification. 
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Fig. 4. A typical finite element mesh of a multi-disks rotor system with grouped blade 
Table 2. Natural frequencies (Hz) of subsystem 
Component’s n.f. ߱ଵ ߱ଶ ߱ଷ 
Shaft-disk (w/o blades) 207.418 2645.690 5267.204 
Disk (shaft rigid) 921.227 974.922 1205.039 
Clamped blade (shaft-disk rigid) 81.538 510.99 1430.788 
Here, ݔ௪∗ = (ݔ௪ − ݎௗ)/(ݎ௕ − ݎௗ) is the spring location. Its range is from blade root (0) to blade 
tip (1), Tables 2 to 5 and Figs. 5 to 14 were described at no rotation (Ω = 0). The reasons are that 
the boundary condition of the shaft torsion vibration is fixed-free. If boundary is different, the 
selected modes will be changed as well. The modes of a rotating rotor are the traveling modes of 
its non-rotating modes. 
Table 3. The first six modes of natural frequencies (Hz)  
of a flexible disk and five-blades by four methods 
Mode FEM (ANSYS) Error (%) FEM (Hyperworks) Error (%) 
1ܽଵଵ (SDB) 81.020 0.159 76.4 –5.55 
1ܾଵଵ (DB) 81.615 0.237 77.12 –5.28 
1ܾଵଶ (DB) 81.631 0.171 78.35 –3.86 
1ܾଵଷ (BB) 81.670 0.161 79.66 –2.30 
1ܾଵଷ (BB) 81.671 0.163 79.89 –2.02 
1ܿଵଵ (SDB) 203.250 0.237 270.96 33.62 
Mode FEM (Nastran) Error (%) AMM  
1ܽଵଵ (SDB) 73.77 –8.80 80.891  
1ܾଵଵ (DB) 75.86 –6.83 81.422  
1ܾଵଶ (DB) 76.50 –6.13 81.492  
1ܾଵଷ (BB) 78.59 –3.62 81.538  
1ܾଵଷ (BB) 78.83 –3.32 81.538  
1ܿଵଵ (SDB) 195.20 –3.73 202.777  
Tables 3 and Table 4 are the first six/seven modes of natural frequencies of a flexible disk and 
five-/six- blades by two methods. For a flexible disk and five-blade system [4], the coupling modes 
could be displayed in three groups, the shaft-disk-blade (SDB), disk-blade (DB) and blade-blade 
(BB). The BB repeated modes were of ௕ܰ/2 and ( ௕ܰ − 1)/2 for even and odd number blades. 
1ܽଵଵ to 1ܾଵଷ modes belong to one group which led by the blade’s 1st mode. 1ܿଵଵ mode is led by 
the shaft’s 1st mode. From Table 3 and Table 4, we observe some results as follow. Firstly, the 
errors are less than 1 % when using ANSYS. Second, the errors are between –2 % to –9 % when 
using Nastarn. But, using Hyperworks, the errors led by the blades’ first mode are between –2 % 
to –6 %, and the errors led by the shaft’s 1st mode reached to 33.62 % (5 blades) or 32.61 % (6 
blades). In other words, the result accuracy using ANSYS is better than using Nastarn and 
Hyperworks. So, the following case study, we only used ANSYS in finite element method. Lastly, 
the frequency numbers led by the blade’s 1st mode are ௕ܰ and that led by the shaft’s 1st mode is 
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1 (one), this result is conformed to the author’s previous research by assumed mode method. 
Table 4. The first seven modes of natural frequencies (Hz)  
of a flexible disk and six-blades by four methods 
Mode FEM (ANSYS) Error (%) FEM (Hyperworks) Error (%) 
1ܽଵଵ (SDB) 81.380 0.755 76.59 –5.18 
1ܾଵଵ (DB) 81.572 0.183 76.72 –5.78 
1ܾଵଶ (DB) 81.575 0.168 76.91 –3.86 
1ܾଵଷ (DB) 81.634 0.169 77.17 –5.56 
1ܾଵସ (BB) 81.668 0.159 77.28 –5.22 
1ܾଵସ (BB) 81.669 0.161 77.35 –5.15 
1ܿଵଵ (SDB) 203.540 0.802 267.77 32.61 
Mode FEM (Nastran) Error (%) AMM  
1ܽଵଵ (SDB) 75.23 –6.86 80.770  
1ܾଵଵ (DB) 75.45 –7.34 81.423  
1ܾଵଶ (DB) 76.04 –6.63 81.438  
1ܾଵଷ (DB) 76.26 –6.42 81.496  
1ܾଵସ (BB) 78.85 –3.30 81.538  
1ܾଵସ (BB) 79.27 –2.78 81.538  
1ܿଵଵ (SDB) 193.79 –4.03 201.921  
Fig. 5 shows the modes led by the blade’s 1st mode in a flexible-disk and six-blades rotor by 
AMM and ANSYS. The ݔ-ݕ figure displays the torsion displacement of shaft. The deflections of 
disk and blade are illustrated in the diagrams as follow. The mode type and the natural frequency 
are indicated on each plot’s upper right and left. Fig. 5(a) shows the modes by AMM and Fig. 5(b) 
shows the modes by ANSYS. After comparing the results, the authors sum up some phenomena. 
The most important one is that all results could match both by AMM and by ANSYS. There is 
little difference among the modes with these two methods, the author explains as follow. First, the 
frequency numbers led by the blade’s 1st mode is ௕ܰ and that led by the shaft’s 1st mode is 1 
(one), which is conformed to the author's previous research. Second, when using assumed mode 
method, we found that the disc deformation is smaller than that of the shaft and the blade, they are 
ݓௗ/ݒ௕ ≈ 10-2-10-3 and ݓௗ/߶ ≈ 10-2-10-3. 10-2-10-3. Because of the change of natural frequency, 
the mode of the disc cannot be ignored. While using the finite element method, the deformation 
is less than the error of the set and is ignored. Therefore, the modes are right in the usage of 
assumed mode method. Third, we observed 1ܽଵଵ  and 1ܿଵଵ  modes, from blade deformation 
situation, and we are convinced that they are SDB modes, although 1ܽଵଵ  mode has no disk 
deformation in Fig. 5(b). Lastly, 1ܾଵସ modes are repeated modes in Fig. 5(a). In Fig 5(b), the 
natural frequencies of two modes are close, and the blade deformation is so similar, we could say 
that they are repeated BB modes. 
Figure 6 shows the frequency changes due to disks in a five-blade by lacing wire rotor. The 
SDB, LB and LDB modes were of frequencies of ௗܰ for number disks. Fig. 7 shows the variation 
of frequencies due to disk with spring in a three-flexible disc and five-blade rotor. We described 
how the spring (݇∗ = 5) affects the coupling vibrations in the multi disc rotor. For a three disc 
without spring rotor, the coupling modes also could be described in three categories,  
shaft-disk-blade (SDB), disk-blade (DB), and inter-blade (BB). Some obvious phenomena were 
shown in Fig. 7 that the numbers of repeated frequencies of BB and DB modes were  
[ ௗܰ × ( ௕ܰ − 1)] and ௗܰ  in the rotor system without spring. When the system has a disk with 
groups blade by spring (݇∗ = 5), one of DB modes became lacing wire-disk-blade (LDB) mode, 
and the frequency is higher than 1ܿଷଵ (SDB) mode. The frequencies of the repeated (BB) modes 
split into two lacing wire-blade (LB) modes. The LDB and LB modes have single frequency, do 
not have repeated frequency. When the system has two lacing wire discs, the BB would split and 
DB modes would change again. As mentioned above, the numbers of repeated frequencies of LB 
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and LDB modes were ௗܰ in three discs with group blade by lacing wire. 
 
a) AMM 
 
b) FEM 
Fig. 5. The first five modes of the six-blade rotor 
 
Fig. 6. Frequency variation due to disks in a five-blades with spring 
Figs. 8 to 11 and Tables 5 to 6 demonstrate the mode shapes of two flexible-disc and five-blade 
case by AMM and ANSYS. Because the phenomena of three discs are similar to that of two discs, 
only more modes could describe phenomena in the three-disc system. Here we only used the two 
disks rotor in this case. From these two tables and four figures, the authors observe some results. 
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Firstly, let us see Table 6. we could find that 1ܾଶସ to 1ܾଶ଻ modes used AMM that have repeat 
modes, but used ANSYS has no repeat modes. So, we can say that ANSYS could not calculate 
repeated frequencies. But these frequencies are close. Secondly, the errors of using ANSYS are 
less than 1 % as shown in Tables 5 and 6. Here, the rotor system is the blades packeted by lacing 
wire. Thirdly, the AMM is focused on disk deformation, the ANSYS is focused on whole system 
deformation degree as shown in Fig. 5. But, how to convince the reader to believe that these results 
are correct, let us see the 1ܾଶଵ, 1ܾଶଶ and 1ܾଶଷ modes in the Fig. 10, we could find that the lacing 
wire could not affect the coupling, which is really called DB and BB modes. On the other hand, 
we observed that the 1ܾଶସ to 1ܾଶ଻ modes are affected by lacing wire, so we called these modes 
LDB or LB modes. After comparing these phenomena, we could say that the results are right in 
this paper. 
 
Fig. 7. Frequency variation due to disk with springs in a three disc and five-blades rotor 
 
Fig. 8. The first nine modes of a five-blades and two-disc by first disk spring rotor system 
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Fig. 9. The first six modes of a five-blades and two-disc by spring rotor system 
 
Fig. 10. The first nine modes of a five-blades and two-disc with first disk spring rotor by ANSYS 
 
Fig. 11. The first six modes of a five-blades and two-disc with spring rotor by ANSYS 
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In the Fig. 12, the authors explored how the frequencies change with distance of disc for a two 
flexible disks and five-blade system in which 1st disk is with lacing wires. From ref. [21], the 
authors knew the shaft-blade (SB) modes that the frequencies decrease with increase of the disc 
distance. In order to compare conveniently, we drew this phenomenon in this case again. From 
the Fig. 12(a), we found two results. First, the frequencies of SDB (1ܽଶଵ) modes are lower than 
SB modes. Second, it is seemed that the frequencies of SB and SDB modes have 1 % decrease 
from 0.2 to 2.0 with normalize distance of disks. In the Fig. 12(b), we see that the lacing wire did 
not affect the DB and BB modes firstly. Next, the frequencies of SDB (1ܽଶଶ) modes decrease from 
higher than BB (1ܾଶଷ) modes to lower than DB (1b21) modes. The frequencies of 1ܽଶଶ mode have 
0.1 % decrease from 0.2 to 2.0 with normalize distance of disks.  
Table 5. The first six modes of natural frequencies (Hz) of a two-flexible disc  
and five-blades with 1st spring by two methods 
Mode AMM FEM (ANSYS) Error (%) 
1ܽଶଵ (SDB) 80.236 80.467 0.288 
1ܽଶଶ (SDB) 81.391 81.530 0.171 
1ܾଶଵ (DB) 81.422 81.627 0.252 
1ܾଶଶ (DB) 81.492 81.643 0.185 
1ܾଶଷ (BB) 81.538 81.749 0.259 
1ܾଶଷ (BB) 81.538 81.755 0.266 
1ܾଶସ (LDB) 205.814 206.263 0.218 
1ܾଶହ (LB) 206.693 207.167 0.229 
1ܾଶ଺ (LDB) 267.578 268.071 0.184 
1ܾଶ଻ (LB) 273.604 274.132 0.193 
1ܿଵଵ (SDB) 156.753 157.87 0.955 
1ܿଶଶ (SDB) 363.394 364.81 0.389 
Table 6. The first six modes of natural frequencies (Hz) of a two flexible disc  
and five-blades with spring by two methods 
Mode AMM FEM (ANSYS) Error (%) 
1ܽଶଵ (SDB) 80.236 80.467 0.288 
1ܽଶଶ (SDB) 81.391 81.530 0.171 
1ܾଶସ (LDB) 205.814 206.263 0.218 
1ܾଶସ (LDB) 205.814 206.558 0.360 
1ܾଶହ (LB) 206.693 207.167 0.229 
1ܾଶହ (LB) 206.693 207.555 0.417 
1ܾଶ଺ (LDB) 267.578 268.071 0.184 
1ܾଶ଺ (LDB) 267.578 268.228 0.243 
1ܾଶ଻ (LB) 273.604 274.132 0.193 
1ܾଶ଻ (LB) 273.604 274.838 0.451 
1ܿଵଵ (SDB) 156.753 157.87 0.955 
1ܿଶଶ (SDB) 363.394 364.81 0.389 
Fig. 13 shows how the spring stiffness affects the changes of natural frequencies for a 
flexible-disk and five-blade rotor. In this figure, we found that the frequencies of SDB, DB and 
BB modes did not change with the increase of spring constant. Because of the figure’s scale, the 
frequencies of the first five modes are too close to be observed, and we could not clearly 
distinguish these modes, but we could be back to see the Fig. 12 to understand these modes 
relations. When ݇∗ < 0.01, the LB and LDB modes could not cause any significant change, 
because the spring is too soft. In the ݇∗ = 0.01-1000 range, the spring is playing significant effect 
and the frequencies bifurcate clearly. When ݇∗ > 1000, the spring could be seemed as rigid 
constraint, and the frequencies merge again. The frequencies of LDB modes are lower than LB 
modes, although their trend is similar to each other. Because of this, the phenomenon in this figure 
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became complicate, which proves that the disk could affect the system frequency. 
a) b) 
Fig. 12. The 1st modes frequency changes with distance of disks for a five-blade  
and two-disc rotor by 1st disk lacing wire 
 
Fig. 13. Changes of natural frequencies with spring constant in a two-disks by 1st disk spring rotor case 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 14. The 1st and 2nd mode frequency changes with spring location  
in a two-disks by 1st disk spring rotor case 
Fig. 14 shows the frequency changes with spring connection location. We found that the 
frequencies of SDB, DB and BB modes have no variations wherever the spring location is. As 
expected, when the spring connection is near outer edge, there are more influences than near inner 
edge, which appeared in the 1st LB and LDB modes. When the spring is close to nodes in the 2nd 
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LB and LDB modes, it becomes ineffective. As same as in Fig. 13, the frequencies of LDB modes 
are lower than LB modes, although their trend is similar to each other. Because of this, the 
phenomenon in this figure became complicate, which proves that the disk could affect the system 
frequency. 
5. Conclusions 
The authors explored the shaft-torsion disk-transverse and blade-bending coupling vibrations 
phenomenon of a flexible-disk rotor system. The blades subsystem was grouped with spring. We 
mainly used the assumed mode method, minor used the finite element method to analyze the 
system, and compared their different results. The researches start with the modes change resulting 
from a flexible disk rotor. The coupling modes could be displayed in three group’s types, the 
shaft-disk-blade (SDB), disk-blade (DB) and blade-blade (BB). When the lacing wires joint the 
coupling, the new modes: lacing wires-blade (LB) modes and lacing wire-disk-blade mode (LDB) 
are defined. 
After comparing the results of AMM with the ones of FEM (including using ANSYS, Nastarn 
and Hyperworks), this paper could confirm that the author’s previous researches are right. And, 
the results that using ANSYS is better than using Nastarn and Hyperworks. Because the errors are 
less than 1 % by ANSYS, but the errors of using Nastarn and Hyperworks are more than 2 %. 
Lastly, numerical calculation results also showed three phenomena that the lacing wires constant, 
lacing wire location and the disk with flexible would affect the natural frequencies. 
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ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ې
, 
[ܭ௘] =
ۏ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ۍ[ܭ௦
௘](௡ೞ×௡ೞ)ଵ [0](௡ೞ×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡ೞ×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡ೞ×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ [0](௡ೞ×௡್)ே೏
[0](௡೏×௡ೞ)ே೏் [ܭௗ௘௦](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ [0] ൫೙೏×೙್൯ಿ೏
[0](௡೏×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [ܭௗ௘௖](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ [0] ൫೙೏×೙್൯ಿ೏
[0](௡್×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [ܭ௕௘](௡್×௡್)ே೏ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏
[0](௡್×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏் ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋱ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏
[0](௡್×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏் ⋯ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏் [ܭ௕௘](௡್×௡್)ே೏ے
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ې
, 
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[ܭஐ] =
ۏ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ۍ [ܭ௦ஐ](௡ೞ×௡ೞ)ଵ [0](௡ೞ×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡ೞ×௡೏)ே೏ [ܭ௦௕
ஐ ](௡ೞ×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ [ܭ௦௕ஐ ](௡ೞ×௡್)ே೏
[0](௡೏×௡ೞ)ே೏் [ܭௗஐ ௦](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏
[0](௡೏×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [ܭௗஐ ௖](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏
[ܭ௦௕ஐ ](௡್×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [ܭ௕ஐ](௡್×௡್)ே೏ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏
[ܭ௦௕ஐ ](௡್×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏் ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋱ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏
[ܭ௦௕ஐ ](௡್×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏் ⋯ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏் [ܭ௕ஐ](௡್×௡್)ே೏ے
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ې
, 
[ܭ௜] =
ۏ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ۍ [0](௡ೞ×௡ೞ)ଵ [0](௡ೞ×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡ೞ×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡ೞ×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ [0](௡ೞ×௡್)ே೏[0](௡೏×௡ೞ)ே೏் [ܭௗ௜௦](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏
[0](௡೏×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [ܭௗ௜௖](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏
[0](௡್×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏
[0](௡್×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏் ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋱ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏
[0](௡್×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏் ⋯ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏் ے
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ې
, 
[ܭ௪] =
ۏ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ۍ[0](௡ೞ×௡ೞ)ே೏ [0](௡ೞ×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡ೞ×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡ೞ×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ [0](௡ೞ×௡್)ே೏[0](௡೏×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏
[0](௡೏×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡೏×௡೏)ே೏ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ [0](௡೏×௡್)ே೏
[0](௡್×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் 2[ܭ௕௪](௡್×௡್)ே೏ −[ܭ௕௪](௡್×௡್)ே೏ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏ −[ܭ௕௪](௡್×௡್)ே೏
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ −[ܭ௕௪](௡್×௡್)ே೏ 2[ܭ௕௪](௡್×௡್)ே೏ ⋱ ⋱ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏ −[ܭ௕௪](௡್×௡್)ே೏ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏ ⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ −[ܭ௕௪](௡್×௡್)ே೏
[0](௡್×௡ೞ)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் [0](௡್×௡೏)ே೏் −[ܭ௕௪](௡್×௡್)ே೏ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ [0](௡್×௡್)ே೏ −[ܭ௕௪](௡್×௡್)ே೏ 2[ܭ௕௪](௡್×௡್)ே೏ ے
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ې
, 
[ܯ௦]௜௝ = න ܫ௦Φ௜Φ௝ܼ݀ + ܫௗ[Φ௜Φ௝]௓ୀ௓೏ + ߩ௕ܣ௕ ෍ න ݔ ଶ[Φ௜Φ௝]௓ୀ௓೏݀ݔ
௥್
 ௥೏
ே್
ଵ
௅௦
଴
, 
[ܯ௦௕]௜௝ = ߩ௕ܣ௕ න ݔΦ௜|௓ୀ௓೏ ௝ܸcosߚ௞݀ݔ
௥ ್
௥೏
, 
[ܯ௕]௜௝ = ߩ௕ܣ௕ න ௜ܸ ௝ܸ݀ݔ
௥್
௥೏
, 
[ܯௗ ]௜௝ = ߩௗℎௗ ቐන න ௜ܹ௦ ௝ܹ௦ݎ݀ߠ݀ݎ
 ଶగ
଴
௥೏
௥ೞ
+ න න ௜ܹ௖ ௝ܹ௖ݎ݀ߠ݀ݎ
ଶగ
଴
௥೏
௥ೞ
ቑ 
     +ߩ௕ܣ௕ ෍ න ቐ[ ௜ܹ௦ ௝ܹ௦]௥ୀ௥೏ఏୀఏ + ݔ௞ ቈ ௜ܹ
௦ ቆ߲ ௝ܹ
௦
߲ݎ ቇ + ቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௦
߲ݎ ቇ ௝ܹ
௦቉௥ୀ௥೏
ఏୀఏ
௥್
௥೏
ே್
ଵ
+ݔ ଶ ቈቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௦
߲ݎ ቇ ቆ
߲ ௝ܹ௦
߲ݎ ቇ቉௥ୀ௥೏
ఏୀఏ
ቑ ݀ݔ 
      +ߩ௕ܣ௕ ෍ න ቐ[ ௜ܹ௖ ௝ܹ௖]௥ୀ௥೏ఏୀఏ + ݔ௞ ቈ ௜ܹ
௖ ቆ߲ ௝ܹ
௖
߲ݎ ቇ + ቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௖
߲ݎ ቇ ௝ܹ
௖቉௥ୀ௥೏
ఏୀఏ
௥್
௥೏
ே್
ଵ
+ݔ ଶ ቈቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௖
߲ݎ ቇ ቆ
߲ ௝ܹ௖
߲ݎ ቇ቉௥ୀ௥೏
ఏୀఏ
ቑ ݀ݔ, 
[ܯௗ௕]௜௝ = −ߩ௕ܣ௕ ቐ න ቈ ௜ܹ௦ + ݔ ቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௦
߲ݎ ቇ቉௥ୀ௥೏
ఏୀఏ
௝ܸsinߚ௞݀ݔ
௥್
  ௥೏
+ න ቈ ௜ܹ௖ + ݔ ቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௖
߲ݎ ቇ቉௥ୀ௥೏
ఏୀఏ
௝ܸsinߚ௞݀ݔ
௥್
௥೏
ቑ, 
[ ௗܲ௦]௜௝ = ߩௗℎௗ ቐන න ቈ ௜ܹ௦ ቆ
߲ ௝ܹ௦
߲ߠ ቇ + ቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௦
߲ߠ ቇ ௝ܹ
௦቉ ݎ݀ߠ
ଶగ
଴
௥೏
௥ೞ
݀ݎ 
       + න න ቈ ௜ܹ௖ ቆ
߲ ௝ܹ௖
߲ߠ ቇ + ቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௖
߲ߠ ቇ ௝ܹ
௖቉ ݎ݀ߠ
ଶగ
଴
௥೏
௥ೞ
݀ݎቑ, 
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[ܭ௦௘]௜௝ = න ܩ௦ܬ௦Φᇱ௜Φᇱ௝ܼ݀
௅௦
଴ 
, 
[ܭௗ௘]௜௝ = ܦ ቐ න න ݎ(∇ଶ ௜ܹ௦)(∇ଶ ௝ܹ௦)݀ݎ݀ߠ 
ଶగ
଴
௥೏
  ௥ೞ
+ න න ݎ(∇ଶ ௜ܹ௖)(∇ଶ ௝ܹ௖)݀ݎ݀ߠ 
ଶగ
଴
௥೏
௥ೞ
ቑ 
      +2(1 − ߥ)ܦ ቐන න 1ݎ ቈቆ
߲ଶ ௜ܹ௦
߲ݎ߲ߠ −
1
ݎ
߲ ௜ܹ௦
߲ߠ ቇ ቆ
߲ଶ ௝ܹ௦
߲ݎ߲ߠ −
1
ݎ
߲ ௝ܹ௦
߲ߠ ቇ቉ ݀ߠ݀ݎ
ଶగ
଴
௥೏
௥ೞ
 
      + න න 1ݎ ቈቆ
߲ଶ ௜ܹ௖
߲ݎ߲ߠ −
1
ݎ
߲ ௜ܹ௖
߲ߠ ቇ ቆ
߲ଶ ௝ܹ௖
߲ݎ߲ߠ −
1
ݎ
߲ ௝ܹ௖
߲ߠ ቇ቉ ݀ߠ݀ݎ
ଶగ
଴
௥೏
  ௥ೞ
ቑ 
      −(1 − ߥ)ܦ ቐන න ቈቆ߲
ଶ ௜ܹ௦
߲ݎଶ ቇ ቆ
߲ ௝ܹ௦
߲ݎ +
1
ݎ
߲ଶ ௝ܹ௦
߲ߠଶ ቇ + ቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௦
߲ݎ +
1
ݎ
߲ଶ ௜ܹ௦
߲ߠଶ ቇ ቆ
߲ଶ ௝ܹ௦
߲ݎଶ ቇ቉ ݀ߠ
ଶగ
଴
௥೏
௥ೞ
݀ݎ 
      + න න ቈቆ߲
ଶ ௜ܹ௖
߲ݎଶ ቇ ቆ
߲ ௝ܹ௖
߲ݎ +
1
ݎ
߲ଶ ௝ܹ௖
߲ߠଶ ቇ + ቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௖
߲ݎ +
1
ݎ
߲ଶ ௜ܹ௖
߲ߠଶ ቇ ቆ
߲ଶ ௝ܹ௖
߲ݎଶ ቇ቉ ݀ߠ
ଶగ
଴
௥೏
௥ೞ
݀ݎቑ, 
[ܭ௕௘]௜௝ = ܧ௕ܫ஺ න ௜ܸᇱᇱ ௝ܸᇱᇱ݀ݔ
௥್
௥೏
, 
[ܭௗ௜ ]௜௝ = ℎௗ ቐන න ቈߪ௥ ቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௦
߲ݎ ቇ ቆ
߲ ௝ܹ௦
߲ݎ ቇ +
ߪఏ
ݎଶ ቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௦
߲ߠ ቇ ቆ
߲ ௝ܹ௦
߲ߠ ቇ቉ ݀ߠ
ଶగ
଴
௥೏
௥ೞ
݀ݎ 
      + න න ቈߪ௥ ቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௖
߲ݎ ቇ ቆ
߲ ௝ܹ௖
߲ݎ ቇ +
ߪఏ
ݎଶ ቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௖
߲ߠ ቇ ቆ
߲ ௝ܹ௖
߲ߠ ቇ቉ ݀ߠ
ଶగ
଴
௥೏
௥ೞ
݀ݎቑ, 
[ܭ௦ஐ]௜௝ =
1
2 ߩ௕ܣ௕ ෍ න (ݎ௕
ଶ − 3ݔ ଶ)[Φ௜Φ௝]௓ୀ௓೏݀ݔ
௥್
௥೏
ே್
ଵ
, 
[ܭ௦௕ஐ ]௜௝ = ߩ௕ܣ௕ න ݔΦ௜|௓ୀ௓೏
௥್
௥೏
௝ܸcosߚ௞݀ݔ −
1
2 ߩ௕ܣ௕ න ൫ݎ௕
ଶ − ݔ ଶ൯Φ௜|௓ୀ௓೏
௥್
௥೏
௝ܸᇱcosߚ௞݀ݔ, 
[ܭௗஐ]௜௝ = ߩௗℎௗ ቐන න ቆ
߲ ௜ܹ௦
߲ߠ ቇ ቆ
߲ ௝ܹ௦
߲ߠ ቇ ݎ݀ߠ
ଶగ
଴
௥೏
௥ೞ
݀ݎ + න න ቆ߲ ௜ܹ
௖
߲ߠ ቇ ቆ
߲ ௝ܹ௖
߲ߠ ቇ ݎ݀ߠ
ଶగ
଴
௥೏
௥ೞ
݀ݎቑ, 
[ܭ௕ஐ]௜௝ = ߩ௕ܣ௕ න ௜ܸ ௝ܸ
௥್
 ௥೏
cosଶߚ௞݀ݔ −
1
2 ߩ௕ܣ௕ න ൫ݎ௕
ଶ − ݔ ଶ൯ ௜ܸᇱ ௝ܸᇱ݀ݔ
௥್
 ௥೏
, 
[ܭ௕௪]௜௝ = ݇௪൫ ௜ܸ ௝ܸ൯ห ௫ୀ௫ೢ. 
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